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Abstract: The incoming downward shortwave solar irradiance is harvested to an increasing extent by
solar power plants. However, the variable nature of this energy source poses an operational challenge
for solar power plants and electrical grids. Intra hour solar irradiance nowcasts with a high temporal
and spatial resolution could be used to tackle this challenge. All sky imager (ASI) based nowcasting
systems fulfill the requirements in terms of temporal and spatial resolution. However, ASI nowcasts
can only be used if the required accuracies for applications in solar power plants and electrical grids
are fulfilled. Scalar error metrics, such as mean absolute deviation, root mean square deviation,
and skill score are commonly used to estimate the accuracy of nowcasting systems. However, these
overall error metrics represented by a single number per metric are neither suitable to determine the
real time accuracy of a nowcasting system in the actual weather situation, nor suitable to describe any
spatially resolved nowcast accuracy. The performance of ASI-based nowcasting systems is strongly
related to the prevailing weather conditions. Depending on weather conditions, large discrepancies
between the overall and current system uncertainties are conceivable. Furthermore, the nowcast
accuracy varies strongly within the irradiance map as higher errors may occur at transient zones close
to cloud shadow edges. In this paper, we present a novel approach for the spatially resolved real-time
uncertainty specification of ASI-based nowcasting systems. The current irradiance conditions are
classified in one of eight distinct temporal direct normal irradiance (DNI) variability classes. For each
class and lead-time, an upper and lower uncertainty value is derived from historical data, which
describes a coverage probability of 68.3%. This database of uncertainty values is based on deviations
of the irradiance maps, compared to three reference pyrheliometers in Tabernas, Andalucia over two
years (2016 and 2017). Increased uncertainties due to transient effects are considered by detecting
transient zones close to cloud shadow edges within the DNI map. The width of the transient zones
is estimated by the current average cloud height, cloud speed, lead-time, and Sun position. The
final spatially resolved uncertainties are validated with three reference pyrheliometers, using a data
set consisting of the entire year 2018. Furthermore, we developed a procedure based on the DNI
temporal variability classes to estimate the expected average uncertainties of the nowcasting system
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at any geographical location. The novel method can also be applied for global tilted or horizontal
irradiance and is assumed to improve the applicability of the ASI nowcasts.
Keywords: Nowcasting; uncertainty; all sky imager; cloud camera; solar irradiance; irradiance map;
DNI; DNI variability classification; cloud modeling
1. Introduction
The main sources of intra hour and intra minute solar irradiance variability are clouds. Highly
variable solar irradiance conditions pose a control challenge for solar thermal power plants and
electrical grids of countries with a high solar penetration. All sky imager (ASI)-based nowcasting
systems of solar irradiance, with their high temporal and spatial resolution, can be useful to tackle
this control challenge [1,2]. In past years, various ASI-based nowcasting systems were developed.
Some of these systems are based on a single ASI (e.g., [3,4]) while others are based on multiple ASIs
(e.g., [5,6]). All ASI-based nowcasting systems need a cloud segmentation. Commonly used cloud
segmentation approaches use machine learning (e.g., [7,8]) while others use fixed (e.g., [9,10]) or
variable (e.g., [11]) thresholds. Further important processing steps for nowcasting systems are the
cloud tracking (e.g., [12,13]) and an analysis of the current and future radiative effect (e.g., [14,15]) of
the clouds. Cloud height is not needed if the nowcast targets only the area directly next to the ASI.
However, when spatially resolved irradiance maps for larger areas are desired, the cloud height has to
be known. Stereoscopic cloud height estimation approaches with multiple ASIs are often described in
the literature (e.g., [16,17]).
Whether nowcasting systems can be used effectively for the control optimization of power plants
and electrical grids depends to a large extent on their accuracies. Such delicate control applications
(e.g., mass flow control in concentrating solar thermal power plants, ramp rate control in photovoltaic
power plants, and load management in electrical grids) require a real time uncertainty specification
in order to assess the obtained nowcasting information during operation and reject them if needed.
Methods supporting increased robustness in using irradiance nowcasts are as important as increasing
the accuracy of the nowcasting methods itself.
The root mean square deviation (RMSD) and the mean absolute deviation (MAD) are often used as
error metrics for nowcasting systems (e.g., [18–22]). The mentioned studies use validation periods from
15 days to six months. The validation results represent the overall accuracy of the nowcasting systems
within this period for the used site. As already discussed in other studies [23], nowcasting validation
results are strongly influenced by the chosen data set and the prevailing weather conditions. [23]
proposes the well-known meteorological concept of using skill scores s (see Equation (1)) as the main
benchmarking metrics for nowcasting systems. The skill score s compares the RMSD of the nowcasting
system (index N) with the corresponding RMSD of a persistence nowcast (index P).
s = 1−RMSDN/RMSDP, (1)
As most other accuracy metrics, the skill score also depends on the used observations and the
prevailing weather conditions during that period at the chosen geographical locations. This makes the
comparison between different nowcasting systems, on the basis of published results using different
observational data sets, complicated. The use of such previously published error quantification is,
therefore, unsuitable as the real time uncertainty assessment.
In this study, we present a spatial real-time uncertainty specification approach for ASI-based
nowcasts. The focus of this work is not the uncertainty/accuracy of the used nowcasting system
itself, but the used methodology to identify spatial real time uncertainties of ASI–based nowcasting
systems in general. For a real-time application, the methodology must be capable in determining
appropriate uncertainties under all possible ambient conditions. The used nowcasting system itself
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had been benchmarked in previous publications [22,24]. In our study, the basis are DNI nowcasts, but
the same approach can be applied for nowcasting global horizontal irradiance (GHI) or global tilted
irradiance (GTI).
For the uncertainty specification of the nowcasting system, we classify the weather conditions at
CIEMATs Plataforma Solar de Almería (PSA) over a 2-year period (2016 and 2017) by evaluating the
DNI variability according to [25]. Over the same period, deviations of the nowcasting system compared
to three spatial distributed pyrheliometers are analyzed and discretized in the DNI variability classes.
A basic uncertainty is derived by evaluating the observed coverage probability of deviations within
the DNI variability classes. Furthermore, we analyze the spatial effect of the expected uncertainty in
more error prone transient zones of the DNI maps. The transient zones are defined as the potential
area of cloud shadow edges, with strong alternations from sunny to shaded areas. However, the exact
position of the cloud shadow edges is uncertain. Therefore, we estimate the expected uncertainty
of the cloud shadow edge positions with previously obtained validation results of the used cloud
height and cloud-tracking algorithm [26] and combine this with the basic uncertainty information.
Hereby, a transient bandwidth is determined around the expected cloud shadow edges with increased
uncertainties. The final nowcasting output consists of three distinct spatial DNI information: the actual
nowcasted DNI as well as an upper and a lower limit. The upper and lower limits describe the DNI
with uncertainty and a coverage probability of ~68.3%.
Various settings and image processing steps have an influence on the final nowcasting uncertainty.
The main contributors to the uncertainty are the camera alignment and calibration, the cloud
segmentation, modeling, tracking, and shadow projection. A clear separation of the individual
uncertainty contributors is not possible. Yet, we present validation results of the uncertainty
specification with a data set consisting of the entire year 2018. The validation is done with three
reference pyrheliometers. We analyze the overall average coverage probability that reached with the
allocated uncertainties.
Apart from the real-time specification of the nowcast uncertainties, the determined basic
uncertainty can be used to compare the expected uncertainties of the same nowcasting system
at different geographical sites with divergent weather conditions.
In Section 2, we introduce the nowcasting system for which the uncertainty maps are created.
Section 3.1 presents the used DNI variability classification procedure. The uncertainty specification
method itself is explained in Section 3.2. A comparison of the expected average uncertainties of the
same nowcasting system at two distinct sites is performed in Section 3.3. Lastly, we conclude our
findings in Section 4.
2. Materials
The nowcasting system uses a DNI measurement taken by a Kipp&Zonen CHP1 pyrheliometer
(number 1, see Figure 1) and the images of two Mobotix Q24 surveillance cameras with fisheye lenses
operated at the PSA. Corresponding metrological data of the pyrheliometer station 1 for the year 2016
as well as videos from both ASIs for an example day (14 May 2016) are available in the supplementary
materials(see Video S1). The cameras are mounted 494 m apart from each other. The 3-mega pixel (MP)
images are taken from the sky and converted into 1 MP orthogonal image with a maximum zenith
angle of 78◦. Two additional reference pyrheliometers (sensor number 2 and 3) are placed north of
the cameras (see Figure 1). These additional pyrheliometers are used for the nowcast validation and
uncertainty specification, with a data set including all the days of the years 2016 and 2017. A third
additional pyrheliometer (number 4) is positioned next to ASI 1. This sensor is only used during the
validation procedure of the specified uncertainties (see Section 3.2.3). The validation procedure uses a
data set with all days of the year 2018. This fourth sensor is a substitution for pyrheliometer 3, since
pyrheliometer 3 was not operated in 2018. The used instrumentation is cleaned each weekday and the
DNI data are quality-screened, according to [27].
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Kuhn et al. [22] presented a validation procedure for the nowcasting system based on three 
reference pyrheliometer. In [24], we presented the validation results according to [22], for the years 
2016 and 2017. An overall RMSD, MAD, bias, and skill score of 21%, 13%, 5%, and 7% was reached 
for a lead-time of 10 minutes. However, these error metrics show only the overall deviations over the 
entire data set. Nevertheless, as mentioned before, the nowcasting performance strongly varies with 
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• Class 1 describes clear sky conditions.  
• Classes 2 and 3 describe nearly clear sky conditions with a stronger variability and 
comparatively lower average DNI in the case of class 3.  
• Class 4 shows a strong temporal variability but with an overall high average DNI.  
• Class 5 describes less variable conditions with a lower average DNI compared to class 4.  
• Class 6 resembles class 4 with a strong temporal variability, but with a significantly lower 
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The classification procedure described in [25] uses 13 variability indices, which partially have 
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The nowcasting system uses a four dimensional clear sky library for the cloud segmentation [22,28]
and a stereoscopic cloud geolocation and tracking approach [26]. The radiative effect of the detected
clouds is analyzed by a probabilistic approach using current and historical cloud transmittance and
cloud height measurements [24]. The nowcasting system creates DNI maps with edge lengths of 8 km
and lead times up to 15 min ahead [29].
Kuhn et al. [22] presented a validation procedure for the nowcasting system based on three
reference pyrheliometer. In [24], we presented the validation results according to [22], for the years
2016 and 2017. An overall RMSD, MAD, bias, and skill score of 21%, 13%, 5%, and 7% was reached
for a lead-time of 10 min. However, these error metrics show only the overall deviations over the
entire data set. Nevertheless, as mentioned before, the nowcasting performance strongly varies with
the prevailing weather conditions. Especially highly variable complex multi-layer conditions lead to
larger error metrics, compared to less variable low cloud altitude single-layer conditions (e.g., [24])
3. Methods and Results
3.1. Temporal DNI Variability Classes
For the determination of real time uncertainties, a variability classification of the most recent
irradiance conditions is used. A classification method based on eight distinct variability classes for
1 min resolved DNI data on an hourly basis. This is introduced by [25,30]. The classes differ as follows:
• Class 1 describes clear sky conditions.
es 2 and 3 describe nearly clear sky conditions with a stronger variability and comparatively
lower average DNI in the case of c ass 3.
• Class 4 shows a strong temporal variability but with an overall high average DNI.
• Class 5 describes less variable conditions with a lower average DNI compared to class 4.
• Class 6 resembles class 4 with a strong temporal variability, but with a significantly lower
average DNI.
• Class 7 describes nearly complete overcast situations with some ramps.
• Class 8 corresponds to overcast situations.
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The classification procedure described in [25] uses 13 variability indices, which partially have
been introduced in previous publications (see Table 1).
The classification is done by comparing these 13 normalized variability indices with corresponding
typical values for each variability class and determining the class with the lowest distance metric to
the mean of a reference probability density distribution of all variability classes. These probability
densities are derived once using a manually classified reference data set [25].
Table 1. Variability indices used by [25].
Index Description Unit Introduced by
CSFD Number of changes in the sign of the firstderivative - [31]
meankcDNI
Average of clear sky index kcDNI
(clear sky DNI := cDNI) - [32]
∆kcDNI_σ
∆kcDNI =
kcDNI(i) − kcDNI(i− 1)
...
kcDNI(n) − kcDNI(n− 1)√
1
n−1
n∑
i=1
(
∆kcDNI,i − ∆kcDNI
)2
Data sample i from data package with n data
samples
- [32]
∆kcDNI_mean
n∑
i=1
∆kcDNI,i/n - [32]
∆kcDNI_max max(∆kcDNI) - [32]
∆DNI_σ
∆DNI =
DNI(i) −DNI(i− 1)
...
DNI(n) −DNI(n− 1)√
1
n−1
n∑
i=1
(
∆DNIi − ∆DNI
)2 W/m2 [25]
∆DNI_mean
n∑
i=1
|∆DNI|/n W/m2 [25]
∆DNI_max max(|∆DNI|) W/m2 [25]
VI_DNI VI =
∑n
i=2
√
(DNI(i)−DNI(i−1))2+∆t2∑n
i=2
√
(CSDNI(i)−CSDNI(i−1))2+∆t2
. - [33]
V_DNI V =
√
1
n
n∑
t=1
(∆kc)
2 - [34]
Integral Upper Minus
Lower (UML)
Envelope curves of DNI∫
upperenv − lowerenv J/m
2 [30]
Integral Upper Minus
Clear (UMC)
Envelope curves of DNI∫
upperenv −CSDNI J/m
2 [30]
Integral Lower Minus
Abscissa (LMA)
Envelope curves of DNI∫
lowerenv
J/m2 [30]
This work uses the classification procedure described in [25] with a reduction of the evaluated
time interval from one hour to 15 min to cope with the very high spatial and temporal resolution
characteristics of the ASI-based nowcasting. Due to the reduction of the time interval from one hour to
15 min, the corresponding probability density functions for the variability indices of CSFD and LMA
were linearly scaled down to a 15-min base (not required for the remaining indices).
The needed clear sky DNI is the most recent clear DNI measurements detected according to [35,36].
A temporal weighted averaged Linke turbidity is calculated from the most recent clear DNI values
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according to [37]. Subsequently, the clear sky DNI for the shaded time stamps is calculated with the
current Linke turbidity according to [37].
The motivation for the reduced temporal resolution can be seen in Figure 2. The DNI of an
example day, with highly variable and stable time windows, is depicted together with the clear sky
DNI and the assigned variability class. A new assessment of the variability takes place with every new
time stamp (1 min resolution), considering the prevailing DNI of the last 60 or 15 min. The 60-min
approach is often too inert for an inter-hour consideration. This is particularly evident in the time
windows from 11:54 to 12:38, 13:21 to 13:59, and 15:30 to 16:00, which show clear sky conditions. The
60-min approach reacts slower than the 15-min approach and misses completely the two clear windows
from 13:21 to 13:59 and 15:30 to 16:00. The 15-min approach reacts 2 min after the start of the clear
windows by moving toward class 1.
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Figure 2. DNI, clear sky DNI, and variability classification with 60-min and 15-min resolution for the
14.05.2016 at PSA.
We analyze whether a single point like the DNI measurement (e.g., pyrheliometer) is meaningful
to derive the variability class for an entire industrial size solar field of 2 km2. We observe a perfect
match of the selected variability class in 94.9% of all cases across a 30-day test period, comparing the
classification based on a point like DNI measurement or the DNI field average derived from DNI maps.
Therefore, we conclude that a single point like measurement is suitable to identify the variability class
for the whole area of a large commercial solar field. More detailed results of this study are given in
Appendix A.
3.2. Weather Dependent Uncertainty Specification
3.2.1. Determination of Uncertainties
Sky images of the complete years 2016 and 2017 are evaluated. The used nowcasting system
creates 16 DNI maps for each image series with lead tim s up to 15 min ahea i 1-min i crements.
Pyrheliometer me surement from thr e r ference sensors (number 1, 2 and 3 see Figur 1) are co pared
to the corresponding DNI values from he DNI maps. The derived deviation between the reference
sensors and th nowcasting system is the basis for the uncertainty specification. The DNI variab lity
is classified for each time stamp. We use the last 15 min of the DNI observation of one of the three
reference pyrheliometer (sensor next to ASI 2, see Figure 1), according to the procedure described in
Section 3.1. As already mentioned, the point like measurement of a single pyrheliometer is sufficiently
adequate to classify the area around the three reference pyrheliometers and two ASIs placed to each
other at a largest distance of 891 m. The nowcasted DNI with lead times > 0 min could be used for
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the DNI variability classification. However, this would mean that the yet unknown uncertainties of
the nowcasting system would affect the DNI classification, which, in turn, serves as the basis of the
uncertainty analysis. The use of the more accurate measured DNI signal of the past 15 min might cause
a poorly defined uncertainty in the case of sudden atmospheric changes of the conditions, especially
for high lead times, but this is only a short-term effect. As we discussed in Section 3.1, the DNI
variability classification procedure on the basis of a 15-min time window, reacts rapidly on any changes
of irradiance conditions. Furthermore, we will introduce (in Section 3.2.2) additional spatial adaptions
within transient zones of the DNI maps, which reduce potential negative effects of the DNI variability
classification with data from the recent past.
For the uncertainty specification, we calculate the average deviation Devi between the three
spatially distributed reference pyrheliometers and the corresponding nowcasting DNI from the DNI
maps for each time stamp i.
Devi =
∑3
st=1
(
DNIi,st,re f −DNIi,st,nc
)
3
(2)
The index st describes the reference station number, ref the reference DNI, and nc, which is the
corresponding nowcasted DNI. The resulting deviations for each image series are discretized over the
DNI variability classes and two Sun elevation ranges (above and below 30◦). The distribution of the
deviations Devi over the entire data set is analyzed within each DNI variability class, Sun elevation
range, and lead-time. Figure 3 shows the distribution within each DNI variability class and lead-time
as a 2-D histogram with a logarithmic scale (Sun elevation angle above 30◦). From the distribution
within each DNI variability class, the upper (positive Devi values) and lower (negative Devi values)
limits are detected, which frame a coverage probability of 68.3% (p68.3). These p68.3 values are marked
as pink dashed lines in Figure 3. The discretization in two Sun elevation ranges above and below 30◦ is
chosen due to notable deviation in p68.3 values in between these Sun elevation ranges. The results of a
study, which compares p68.3 values within different Sun elevation ranges, is presented in Appendix B.
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The p68.3 lower and upper range limits are saved in a look-up table, according to the DNI
variability class, Sun elevation angle, and lead time (Figure 4). These values are considered as the basic
uncertainty of the nowcasting system. In this manuscript, we use the terms uup for the positive and
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ulow for the negative part of the uncertainty. Class 1 and class 2 show the narrowest range between uup
and ulow with almost no impact on the lead-time. The remaining classes show an increasing range
with an increasing lead-time. This increase of the uup and ulow range is particularly strong within the
lead times of 0 to 4 min, starting with a range of ±100 W/m2 or smaller for all classes. The widest uup
and ulow ranges are reached by the highly variable classes 4 and 6 as well as class 7 and a lead-time
of 15 min. For the Sun elevation range above 30◦, class 7 shows a pronounced bias toward negative
deviations. This bias exists for the Sun elevation range below 30◦, but is less pronounced. This indicates
that the nowcasting system rather misses clouds than falsely detects a clear sky as cloud. From the look
up table, it is clear that the presented nowcasting system can deliver accurate DNI information for the
current situation and immediate intra-minute nowcasts. However, the uncertainties increase rapidly
in the case of variable conditions and higher lead times. During the operation of the nowcasting
system, the DNI variability is classified constantly with measurements of the pyrheliometer. The DNI
variability class, Sun elevation angle, and lead-time from the look-up table shown in Figure 4 derived
the expected basic uncertainty.
For some applications, intra-minute nowcasts could be of interest as e.g., in the aim point strategy
of solar tower power plants [38]. As it can be seen in Figure 4, the uncertainties for lead times up to
1 min ahead and all DNI variability classes below ±150 W/m2, for the presented nowcasting system.
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3.2.2. Real-Time Uncertainty Assessment of Spatial DNI Maps
Th nowcasti g system delivers for each time stamp and lead time for three distinct DNI maps
including the standard DNI map without uncertainty, the DNI map with uup basic uncertainty as the
upper limit, and the DNI map with ulow basic uncertainty as a lower limit. A direct homogenous
application of the basic uncertainty on the spatial DNI maps is not feasible. Corrections are necessary
for some areas of the DNI map. On the one hand, there are physical boundaries. The DNI values of
the DNI map cannot drop below 0 W/m2 or surpass the current clear sky DNI. The uup and ulow are
adjusted in regions of the DNI map, where these physical boundaries would be surpassed. DNI values
of these regions are set to 0 W/m2 or to the current clear sky DNI, respectively. On the other hand,
transition zones lead to a spatially limited increase of the uncertainties. These transition zones describe
areas close to cloud shadow edges on the DNI maps. Erroneous shadow edge positions lead to large,
spatially confined errors of the DNI magnitude, depending on the prevailing clear sky DNI and cloud
transmittance for the corresponding DNI map pixel. Figure 5 illustrates the expected and possible
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alternative cloud edge position as well as the influence of uncertain cloud edge positions on the spatial
DNI information around an arbitrary reference point.
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and alternative cloud e g positi ns. (b) Expected uncertai ty around n arbitr ry reference
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Uncertai t in transient zone i cr ases due to an uncertain clo d dge position.
or t e o casti s ste , t e ai so rce of t e false s a o ositio s are t e clo ei t
etectio and cloud tracking. [39] investigated the impact of the ideal camera distance for cloud height
measurements with ASIs. The used setup with an ASI distance of roughly 494 m and orthogonal image
resolution of 1MP (maximum zenith angle of 78◦) is less suitable for cloud heights above 5000 m [39].
These results are in alignment with actual cloud heig t and tracking validation results of the used
nowcasting system [26]. The overall results of t e validation are presented in Table 2, discretized over
cloud height and cloud speed ranges. The increase of the eviations for higher cloud eight ranges and
cloud speed ranges is due to the used ASI setup and the chosen resolution. For the cloud movement
directions, an overall MAD of 12.8◦ was determined.
Table 2. Validation results of ASI-based cloud height and cloud tracking approach over cloud height
and cloud speed ranges for the selected multi-ASI configuration [26].
Cloud Height Range MAD Cloud Height Cloud Speed Range MAD Cloud Speed
0 312 m 0–6 m/s 1. 3 m/s
3000–6000 m 996 m 6–12 m/s 1.92 m/s
6000–9000 m 2665 m 12–18 m/s 2.52 m/s
9000–12,000 m 2431 m
The impact of an uncertain cloud height on the cloud shadow position depends on the Sun
elevation angle. Lower Sun elevation angles lead to more pronounced uncertainties of the cloud
shadow position. This effect is illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Impact of false cloud height on cloud shadow position for two distinct Sun elevation angles.
The influence of an erroneous cloud speed on a false cloud shadow position increases with
lead-time. Figure 7 shows the expected uncertainties on the cloud shadow edge position due to the
expected uncertainties in cloud height and cloud speed for some exemplary Sun elevation angles and
lead times. During the operation, the uncertainty of the cloud shadow position is estimated according
to the currently measured average cloud height and cloud speed as well as the Sun elevation angle and
lead-time. The uncertainties due to cloud height and cloud speed are combined by means of a squared
sum. Further sources of erroneous shadow positions (camera alignment, camera calibration, cloud
segmentation, cloud movement direction, and shadow projection) have a comparably small impact,
which currently cannot be quantified precisely in real time. Therefore, they are assumed to be the
same for all pixels in the uncertainty map and to be covered by the basic uncertainty, as presented in
Section 3.2.1. The influence of the cloud movement direction is considered by treating the uncertainty
of the cloud shadow edge homogenously around the cloud edge.
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transient zone with ex ected higher uncertainties. The implementation of the uncertainties on 
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Figure 7. (a) Expected uncertai t of the cloud shado edge position due to cloud height and so e
exa ples of Sun elevation angles. ( ) ecte certainty cloud shado edge position due to cloud
speed and so e exe plary lead ti es.
The co bined uncertainty of the cloud shado edge position describes the idth of the current
transient zone with expected higher uncertainties. The imple entation of the uncertainties on spatial
DNI maps is shown schematically in Figure 8. This procedure consists of four processing steps, which
are described below.
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1. The basic uncertainties corresponding to the DNI variability class, Sun elevation angle, and lead
time are added to the DNI map –taking the previously described physical boundaries into account.
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2. The DNI map is converted into a binary map (true = shaded). The expected uncertainty of the
cloud shadow edge position is used as the width to dilate (lower uncertainty range) and erode
(upper uncertainty range) the shaded part of the binary map [40]. The used morphological filters
are based on the intrinsic MATLAB® functions imdilate and imerode.
3. The transient and stable zones of the DNI maps are detected by comparing the original binary
map to the binary maps treated by the morphological filters. All pixels with a changed status are
part of the transient zone.
4. Final DNI maps with uncertainty are created by a linear 2-D interpolation between shaded and
clear areas, which are only within the transient zones.
The combined binary map with stable and transient zones indicates low (stable) and high
(transient) uncertainty areas. The actual final spatial upper and lower uncertainties can be calculated by
the differences between the DNI map without uncertainty and the final DNI maps with uncertainties.
3.2.3. Final Adjustments and Validation
The basic uncertainty is defined by a coverage probability of 68.3%. The spatial filter will lead
to an increase of the coverage probability due to the partial increase of the uncertainty within the
transient zones. The coverage probability after introducing the spatial filters is investigated with the
three reference pyrheliometers number 1, 2, and 4 (Figure 1). For this, we use a new dataset, consisting
of the entire year 2018. DNI maps with the upper and lower uncertainty range for 16 lead times (0 to
15 in 1-min steps) are created. Subsequently, we compare whether the detected deviation between
measured and predicted DNI is within the expected uncertainty range for the three corresponding
pixels of the DNI maps with uncertainty. Lastly, we analyze the resulting coverage probability of the
allocated uncertainties within each DNI variability class and lead-time over the entire validation data
set. The introduction of the spatial filter increased the average coverage probability from 68.3% to
roughly 74% (Figure 9a) over all DNI variability classes and lead times. Therefore, the basic uncertainty
is adjusted (reduced) for each DNI variability class and lead-time, so that the average of all classes per
lead-time is roughly 68.3% again (Figure 9b).
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The adjusted (reduced) basic uncertainty is shown in Figure 10. The most notable adjustments are
needed for the highly variable and heavily clouded class 6. This comes as no surprise since these are
the conditions with the largest share of transient zones. As previously mentioned, the transient zones
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are currently defined by the expected uncertainties due to the cloud height and tracking algorithm.
A future real-time quantification of the spatial uncertainty effects of additional uncertainty sources
(e.g., segmentation) would allow a more precise description of the transient zones in return of a further
reduction of the basic uncertainty.
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Figure 10. Basic uncertainty values adjusted for spatial filter with final coverage probabilities of 68.3%
discretized over lead times and variability classes valid. ( ) Sun elevation ngles up to 30◦. (b) Sun
elevation angles above 30◦.
Figure 11 illustrates the I aps ith and ithout final uncertainties for three distinct lead
ti es (0 in, 4 in, and 8 in). highly variable class 4 scenario with an average cloud height of
6 km (altostratus clouds), an average cloud speed of 16 /s, and a Sun elevation angle of 40◦ is sho n.
These are challenging conditions for the nowcasting system, which is reflected by the large variations
between the upper and lower limits. Under such conditions, accurate nowcast for higher lead times
are not conceivable with the presented nowcasting system. The uncertainties amount to +79 W/m2
and -325 W/m2 for the clear areas with a lead-time of 4 min. Figure 12 shows a different scenario with
DNI variability class 3 and less complex cumulus cloud conditions, with an average cloud height of
1.5 km, an average cloud speed of 8 m/s, and a Sun elevation angle of 55◦. The less pronounced effect
of the transient zones compared to the more complex class 4 scenario is clearly notable. Furthermore,
the absolute uncertainties are considerably lower with +7 W/m2 and -52 W/m2 for the clear areas with
a lead-time of 4 min. Example videos of the DNI aps with and without uncertainties for distinct
lead times, corresponding to a complex day with a strong variability in DNI, are available in the
supplementary materials (see Video S1).
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Figure 12. D I and uncertainty aps (class 3). First row: DNI map + uu adjusted and erode. Second
row: DNI map and third row: DNI map + ulow adjusted and dilate. Column 1: lead time 0 min, column
2: lead time 4 min, and column 3: lead time 8 min.
The expected uncertainties over a highly variable day, corresponding to a single pixel of the DNI
maps, are illustrated in Figure 13. The used pixel describes the position of the ASI 2 and reference
pyrheliometer 1 (see Figure 1). Exemplarily lead-time of 4 and 8 min are shown. The predicted DNI
is always within the uncertainties. The DNI measured by the pyrheliometer is partially outside the
bandwidth described by the uncertainties. This was to be expected, with a coverage probability of
roughly 68.3% for the uncertainty.
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3.3. Nowcast Uncertainties at Different Geographical Locations
The expected overall basic uncertainty of a now asti g system depends on the site conditions. In
this section, we determine the expected uncertainties for two sites. We use only DNI measurements
of the different sites as well as the basic uncertainty introduced in Section 3.2.1. One site is the PSA
and the other site is in New Delhi, India. The facility in India belongs to the National thermal power
corporation Energy Technology Research Alliance (NETRA). The exact locations are given in Table 3.
Table 3. GPS coordinates of both test sites.
Latitude Longitude Altitude
PSA 37.0909◦N 2.3581◦W 500 m
NETRA facility 28.5019◦N 77.4650◦E 195 m
Pyrheliometric DNI measurements for both sites for the year 2017 are analyzed in one-minute
resolution. The variability of the DNI is classified according to the procedure described in Section 3.1
for both sites. The variability class distribution over the entire year 2017 is shown in Figure 14. For PSA,
more than 60% of the cases are clear sky conditions (class 1 and class 2). Due to the hazy conditions at
the NETRA site, class 1 conditions are rare but the more variable class 5 shows the highest occurrence.
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Overall, the NETRA site has a higher count for the four classes 5, 6, 7, and 8 with a lower average DNI.
This is also apparent when looking at the yearly DNI sum. Despite the higher latitude, PSA shows a
yearly DNI sum (2017) of 2430 kWh/m2 compared to about 1160 kWh/m2 at the NETRA site.Remote Sens. 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 23 
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Each time stamp receives an uncertainty value corresponding to the present DNI variability
class, Sun elevation angle, and lead-time from the look-up table illustrated in Figure 4. The average
uncertainty is calculated over the entire data set and for different lead times. This overall average
expected uncertainty is illustrated in Figure 15. It can be seen that similar uncertainties are expected
for a lead-time of 0 min. As already mentioned, only minor differences are present at a lead-time of
0 min for the uncertainty values between the eight DNI variability classes. However, the expected
uncertainties increase more for the NETRA site with an increasing lead time due to the more frequent
occurrence of highly variable conditions compared to PSA. Thus, a better overall performance of the
nowcasting system is expected for the PSA. Such initial estimates can be made at any site, if sufficient
DNI data are available. This site-specific uncertainty estimate can help evaluate the potential benefit of
a nowcasting system for the plant and grid operation.
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4. Conclusions
The performance of ASI-based nowcasting systems is highly related to the prevailing weather
conditions. Previous studies [18–24] evaluated a nowcasting system versus ground observations and a
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persistence nowcast, but the results in overall accuracy metrics as e.g., RMSD, MAD, bias, and skill
scores for various lead times. The dependency on the weather situation was only taken into account by
choosing a long-term data set for the validation, but the dependency of the accuracy on the actual
weather conditions has not been described yet.
In this work, a real-time capable method for a weather-dependent uncertainty specification of
DNI nowcasts is presented, which is generated by an ASI-based nowcasting system. In this approach,
the DNI is classified in one of eight DNI variability classes, according to [25]. The original classification
approach is adapted from 1-h time intervals to 15-min intervals.
The DNI variability and the errors of the ASI nowcasts at PSA were studied over a 2-year period
(2016 and 2017). Nowcast up to 15 min ahead were created over the same period. For each data sample,
the deviation between three reference pyrheliometers and the corresponding DNI values from the DNI
maps is calculated and discretized in a DNI variability class, Sun elevation angle, and lead time. For
each combination of the DNI variability class, the Sun elevation angle, and lead-time, the deviation
with a coverage probability of 68.3% is identified and saved into a look-up table describing the basic
uncertainty due to the atmospheric variability. As expected, the largest deviations are observed for
highly variable conditions. Furthermore, the deviations increase with the nowcast horizon.
The nowcasting system creates DNI maps with an edge length of 8 km. In this case, spatially
resolved uncertainty information are of interest. Transient zones from clear to cloudy areas lead to an
increased uncertainty, which is not described sufficiently by the basic uncertainty. The uncertainty in the
transient zones can be described considering the uncertainty of the position of the cloud shadow edges.
The main source for uncertain cloud shadow edge positions are the cloud height detection and cloud
tracking. The expected width of the uncertain transient zones is estimated using previously obtained
validation results of the cloud height and cloud tracking [26]. We present a methodology to identify
the most accurate and less accurate zones of the DNI maps, using morphological filters and partial 2-D
interpolations. This innovative method allows a spatial accuracy assessment, which goes far beyond
the previously used accuracy metrics of RMSD, MAD, bias, and skill scores for spatially resolved DNI
nowcast. The uncertainty increase in the transient zones leads to an increase of the average coverage
probability of the uncertainties from 68.3% to 74%. The coverage probability is reduced to an average
coverage probability of roughly 68.3% by adjusting/reducing the basic uncertainty. For this validation
procedure, we used a new data set (year 2018), which is independent from the dataset used for the
uncertainty specification. The final nowcasted DNI maps, as well as upper and lower limits, are
presented in two example scenarios. These scenarios represent distinct DNI variability classes, cloud
heights, cloud speeds, lead times, and Sun positions. Furthermore, we show exemplarily the measured
DNI, predicted DNI, and the allocated uncertainties for a highly variable day, corresponding to a single
pixel of the DNI maps. A further improvement of the spatial uncertainty could be achieved, with a
real-time quantification of the spatial effects on the uncertainty for additional uncertainty contributors
(e.g., segmentation). This would allow a further reduction of the basic uncertainty in return for a
simultaneous increase of the uncertainty in corresponding areas of the DNI maps.
The presented nowcasting system is capable of creating such DNI maps in real-time for 16 distinct
lead times up to 15 min ahead.
Since the DNI variability classes are not site dependent, the expected basic uncertainty of a
nowcasting system at any geographical location can be estimated by a sufficiently long time series
of DNI measurements of at least one year and the basic uncertainty look-up table. We compared the
expected average uncertainties for lead times up to 15 min ahead for the PSA and a NETRA site in
Northern India for the year 2017. Higher uncertainties are expected for the NETRA site, due to more
variable conditions.
Further developments could be useful for multi-layer cloud situations. As mentioned in previous
publications [24], ASI-based nowcasting systems are less accurate during complex multi-layer cloud
conditions compared to single-layer cloud conditions. By including an automatic classification between
single-layer and multi-layer cloud conditions, as presented by [41], the created look-up tables with
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p68.3 values could be extended by an additional dimension. This could further improve the allocation
of uncertainties, which corresponds- to the prevailing weather conditions.
To the best of our knowledge, the presented procedure is the first to provide real-time uncertainties
for ASI-based nowcasting systems. A nowcasting system with real-time uncertainties, which considers
the current conditions, could be used to optimize solar power plant [1] and electrical grid [2] operations.
Operators could assess whether or not the current nowcasting results are sufficiently accurate for their
processes at any given time.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/11/9/1059/s1,
Ascii file S1: MESOR file format reference data set of the meteorological station (2016 position pyrheliometer 1
(see Figure 1)), Videos ASIs S1: Videos from both ASI of exemplary day, Videos DNI maps S1: Videos DNI maps
with and without uncertainty of exemplary day (lead times 0 min, 5 min, 10 min, and 15 min).
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Appendix A DNI Variability Classification Comparison Between Point Measurements and Field
Averages
For industrial size solar fields, the field average of the irradiance and its variability class is more
relevant than the irradiance at a singular point within the solar field. However, for the uncertainty
specification, we use the classification based on a single pyrheliometer measurement. To show
the potential influence of this decision, we investigated if the DNI variability class of point-like
measurements (pyrheliometer) is well-correlated to the class of the field average. We use a quadratic
area of 2 km2 and a data set of 30 days. The spatial DNI information (see Figure A1a) is generated by
the nowcasting system. All pixels of the DNI map describing the 2 km2 area around the pyrheliometer
are averaged. Only DNI maps that describe the current situation are used for this study (lead time
0). Over the 30 days, the field average DNI and the corresponding DNI from a pyrheliometer are
classified. These DNI variability classes from both sources are compared to each other. The scatter
density plot depicted in Figure A1b shows good agreement between the point-like measurement-based
classification and the classification based on a spatial solar field average DNI. The relative frequency
of the matched classes is described by the color. All bins in one column add up to 100%. A perfect
match is achieved for 94.9% of all timestamps. We observe a mismatch by a single class in 4.5%
the cases. A stronger mismatch is observed only in 0.6% of the time stamps. This is expected as
the short-term temporal variability, which is caused by cloud patterns that are typically of larger
geographical extension than the solar field size and also show spatially extended transition zones
between areas of very distinct cloud patterns. We, thus, consider it, as being proven quantitatively,
that using a singular point measurement for variability classifications of fields with industrial solar
field sizes is justified.
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Appendix B Comparison from p68.3 Values within Distinct Sun Elevation Angle Ranges
The discretization in two Sun elevation ranges above and below 30◦ is chosen due to notable
deviation in p68.3 values in between these ranges. In the first step, we determined the p68.3 values
within Sun elevation ranges of 10◦, according to Section 3.2.1. The nowcasting system does not process
Sun elevation angles below 10◦ due to the strong distortion of the fisheye lens image at the horizon.
Therefore, these Sun elevation angles are not taken into account. The nowcasting system creates
only persistence nowcasts for those timestamps with Sun elevation angles below 10◦. The last range
includes all Sun elevation angles above 60◦, due to the scarcity of Sun elevation angle above 70◦ at the
PSA. In the next step, we compare the p68.3 values for different lead times and DNI variability classes
between the different Sun elevation ranges. For this purpose, the MAD of all p68.3 values between
each possible combination of Sun elevation ranges is calculated, treating the upper and lower limit
separately. The results off this study are depicted in Figure A2, using two separate plots for the upper
and lower p68.3 values. No significant deviations are observed between the two lowest ranges (10◦
to 20◦ and 20◦ to 30◦). The same applies for all ranges above 30◦. However, notable deviations are
apparent between the ranges below and above 30◦. This deviation between low and high Sun elevation
angles is expected. Clouds that affect the nowcasts during low Sun elevation angles are close to the sky
image horizon and, therefore, further away. A relevant cloud at 6-km height seen at a 20◦ elevation
angle is roughly 16.5 km away from the camera. This makes all image processing steps more error
prone, especially for the cloud height detection and cloud tracking [26]. In addition, the distortion of
the fisheye lens cameras is stronger when closer to the horizon. The cloud height errors have a stronger
effect for lower elevation angles. Therefore, we chose to discretize the deviation values in the two Sun
elevation ranges below and above 30◦.
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